ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Professional musicians are commonly affected by musculoskeletal discomfort. Understanding the association of such affections with psychic health may contribute to promote the health of such professionals. So, this study aimed at investigating associations between work-related stress and musculoskeletal complaints of orchestra musicians.

METHODS: This study was developed with 22 orchestra musicians. Evaluation of the frequency of musculoskeletal complaints in different body regions and of work-related stress was carried out according to Theorell and Karasek’s demand-control model.

RESULTS: Most musculoskeletal complaints were on neck, left hemi-body and back. Forty one percent of musicians had perception of active work, with high demands (81%), high intellectual judgment (95.4%) and authority over decisions (72.7%). Musicians in general had positive perception of social support. Workers with work perception with major stress and active had most frequent complaints. Factors were presented with questions which may be allocated for future ergonomic interventions.

CONCLUSION: A trend to more frequent muscle complaints of workers with work perception with higher demands was observed.
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INTRODUCTION

Musicians are a group especially exposed to occupational risks. In addition to the need for long training periods which may generate musculoskeletal overloads, the profession, in many realities, is not valued considering the adequacy of labor laws, as well as compensation and benefits, including late payments, lack of formal contracts and health plans. In addition to the evident physical overload and, very often, the need to live with pain, musicians, dancers, athletes and other performative professionals are considered at risk for higher levels of stress, cognitive hearing problems and sleep disorders.

Studying stress at work is an important issue for the discussion of workers’ health and is related to a set of reactions developed by the body after being submitted to circumstances requiring adaptation efforts, and are a response to situations which threaten to break their balance. Stress is important for human beings’ evolution, because it may lead to active learning and coping behavior; however, when adaptation mechanisms fail, stress may trigger highly severe events for people’s health.

Karasek and Theorell demand and control model is one of the most widely used to study occupational stress. In this model,
perception of workers about work overloads is classified as a function of the combination of activities demands, workers’ control and social support received at work. So, psychological demands are related to working pace, how much it is excessive and difficult to be carried out, as well as the amount of conflict in labor relations. Control over work is the decision amplitude or margin workers have with regard to two aspects: autonomy to make decisions about their own work, included in which it is carried out, and the possibility of being creative, using their own skills and develop them, as well as acquiring new knowledge\textsuperscript{11,12}.

The demand and control model is being used as scientific approach to understand different types of workers, such as nurses\textsuperscript{13}, policemen\textsuperscript{14}, bank clerks\textsuperscript{15} and professors\textsuperscript{16}, and shows that the combination of working demands and freedom to make decisions is critical for the wellbeing or illness of such workers. Notwithstanding the above, the literature, especially the Brazilian literature, is scarce in analyses of different musicians’ problems, bringing the need for physical and psychic health investigations aiming at proposing ergonomic interventions in workplace and practices of such workers. Aiming at contributing to filling this gap, this study has investigated the frequency of musculoskeletal complaints of orchestra musicians, according to work-related stress, based on the demand and control theory.

METHODS

This study was carried out in an orchestra from the Southern region of Brazil, composed of 29 musicians. For analysis purposes, we considered the results of 22 musicians (17 males and 5 females), mean age of 26.55±11.33 years, who agreed in participating in the study, have answered the questionnaires and have returned to researchers filled questionnaires and the Free and Informed Consent Term, according to Resolution 196/96 of the National Health Council. Studied musicians acted in three different suits (types of instruments): strings (violin, viola, cello and bass), woods (clarinet and transverse flute) and metals (trumpet and trombone). Mean practice with current instrument played in the orchestra was 7.82±10.33 years. Musicians considered in this analysis carried out all their labor activities related to music.

Data were collected by means of a questionnaire subdivided in: a) sociodemographic questions; b) analysis of musculoskeletal complaints; and c) work-related stress analysis. Musicians have answered the questionnaire under supervision of authors/researchers.

Musculoskeletal complaints were analyzed by means of a body map questionnaire\textsuperscript{17,18}, culturally adapted to the Portuguese language by de Barros and Alexandre\textsuperscript{19}. Reliability indices of the tool vary from 0.88 to 1, according to Kappa coefficient and good concurrent validity indices according to Pinheiro, Tróccoli and Carvalho analysis\textsuperscript{20}. This is a self-applicable tool presenting a human figure for the identification of the presence of musculoskeletal complaints in the last seven days.

A complaint index was considered for each body region\textsuperscript{21} being subjects classified as without complaints and with complaints in the trunk and upper limbs. Musculoskeletal complaints evaluated by this tool refer to pain, discomfort, tingling or numbness\textsuperscript{33}.

A Job Stress Scale translated and validated for Brazil by Alves et al.\textsuperscript{22} was used to evaluate stress. The questionnaire has 17 questions which are checked considering a Likert scale (1-4) and deal with situations potentially causing stress to workers with regard to their jobs. The tool considers three dimensions: • Demand at work: psychological pressures, be them quantitative such as time and speed to perform the job, or qualitative, as conflicts between contradictory demands; • Control at work: possibility of workers using their intellectual skills to perform the job, as well as having enough authority to make decisions on how to perform it; • Social support: related to relations with colleagues and bosses. The combination of demand and control analyses allows the classification of work-related stress perception in four quadrants, according to figure 1.

According to Alves et al.\textsuperscript{22}, the test-retest reliability study has shown intra-class correlation coefficients for the dimensions “demand”, “control” and “social support” of 0.88, 0.87 and 0.85, respectively, being that for the same dimensions, internal consistency estimates (Cronbach’s Alpha) were, respectively, 0.79, 0.67 and 0.85.

Questions scores were allocated according to the answers of each subject in the four demand and control quadrants. Medians observed for each dimension were used to identify indicators of high and low demand for classification in the quadrants. Frequencies of general demand, control and social support indices were calculated considering the midpoint between minimum and maximum possible scores for each dimension.

Factorial analysis for major components was carried out to establish groups related to the 17 work-related stress questions, considering factors with self-scores above 1. “Varimax normalized” orthogonal rotation was used to calculate factors,
with the purpose of minimizing the relation among factors. Questions with module of $p>0.7$ were considered significant for these factors.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Research with Human Beings, Federal University of Santa Catarina, under protocol 940/2010.

Results

Higher frequencies of the presence of musculoskeletal complaints were neck, back and left hemi-body, specifically neck, left shoulder, upper back, left wrist, left hand and left arm (Table 1). Most musicians (41%) had perception of active work and 31.8% of passive work (Figure 2). Considering the midpoint between minimum and maximum possible scores for each work-related stress dimension, a larger number of musicians (81.8%) had perception of high demand of the profession.

With regard to control, most musicians (95.4%) have perceived their professional activity as of high control with regard to intellectual judgment and 72.7% of musicians have perceived high control in the dimension authority over decisions. All musicians (100%) have perceived major social support at work. Medians of work-related stress were: demand=14, control=20 and social support=21.

Specific analysis of each question of the work-related stress scale has shown that, considering demand, the question “does your work usually have contradictory or conflicting requirements?” had the worst evaluation and the question “Do you have enough time to perform all the tasks of your work?” had the most positive perception. In the dimension control, questions with more negative perception were: “Can you choose how to perform your work?” and “Can you choose what to do in your work?” In the dimension social support, questions “There is a relaxed and pleasant environment where I work” and “If I am not in a good day my colleagues understand” were those with more negative perceptions.

By allocating musculoskeletal complaints frequencies to the demand and control quadrants (Table 2) it was possible to observe that more severe complaints were, in first place, from musicians with perception of high strain, followed by those with perception of active work. Considering workers with perception of high strain at work, regions with more frequent complaints were neck, left shoulder, left arm, left wrist, paravertebral region and lumbar region.

The factorial analysis for major components has extracted six factors with self-scores above 1. These factors were responsible for 13.73% of total explained variance. Grouped questions and their respective domains are shown in table 3. Factor 3, responsible for the highest isolated explanation percentage, was made up of three control and one demand questions. All social support questions were grouped. Demand question
“Does your work usually have contradictory or conflictin re-
requirements?” and control question “Can you choose how to
perform your work?” were not grouped in factors.

DISCUSSION

This study has shown some trends of associations between
musculoskeletal complaints and work-related stress among
orchestra musicians. Considering the demand-control model,
most musicians had perception of active work. This type of
work, according to Karasek and Theorell\textsuperscript{11}, poses high psy-
chological demands; however, it allows workers to have a
broad possibility of decision about how and when to develop
their tasks, as well as using their total intellectual potential to
do so, providing growth and learning.

In case of the studied orchestra, this perception might have
also been influenced by the major positive perception of social
support shown by musicians, which may importantly cooper-
ate for workers’ health. So, it is inferred that this labor activ-
ity allows its professionals to have creative autonomy in their
presentations, including, for example, the selection of classic
or modern pieces, standing out the support of colleagues for
such decisions. These trends are to be confirmed by further
studies with different orchestras, to get the general scenario of
such professional activity.

Active work, although being a positive situation, may also,
as observed with professors\textsuperscript{23}, trigger more personal demands
and higher indices of mental tiredness, jitters and poorer qual-
ity of life. So, although musicians have in general presented a
positive perception of their work, interventions in situations
with negative perceptions of the studied group, for example,
the existence of contradictory tasks and lack of control on
how and what to do with regard to proposed tasks, may con-
tribute to improve working conditions of such professionals.

High cognitive demands are typical and present in the ac-
tivities of professional musicians and have already been
observed by other studies\textsuperscript{4,24,25} being also associated to
characteristics of the profession which requires accurate per-
formance obtained by means of long training periods and
high concentration demands. Our results had trends similar
to the study with Turkish musicians\textsuperscript{7} which has observed
more body discomforts among musicians with perception of
higher demand and lower control. In addition to exhausting
trainings, an important demand aspect is the little time or-
chestra musicians have to master several songs for a certain
presentation. However, although the study\textsuperscript{7} has not present-
ed the classification of demand and control quadrants, Bra-
zilian musicians, in general, had a more positive perception
of work-related stress.

High frequencies of musculoskeletal complaints referred by
musicians confirm literature data\textsuperscript{3,4,26}, by indicating that this
is a profession which may lead to major physical stress and
even to medical leave. A study by Araújo and Cardia\textsuperscript{25}
discusses that muscle tension and discomfort among musicians
are caused by wrong posture when playing the instrument, by
postural inadequacies caused by the inadequacy of instrument
accessories size, by technical execution vices without major
postural repercussions, but which cause excessive muscle ten-
sion or contraction with joint or neuromuscular overload and
muscle and joint diseases.

In addition, musicians according to Frank and Mühlen\textsuperscript{27},
normally do not look for health professionals assistance in
the presence of physical warning signs, with fear of losing
professional space and decreasing financial gains which leads
to the worsening of the clinical presentation, which starts
with minor discomfort and may progress to diseases leading
to withdrawal from employment. Educative ergonomic mea-
sures to improve musicians’ work are indicated in the study\textsuperscript{9}
as a possibility of intervention, in addition to better public
policies for this professional category, which sometimes may
work informally.

CONCLUSION

In general, results have evidenced body regions with higher
frequencies of complaints, which should be primarily assisted
by ergonomic measures. With regard to work-related stress, questions which may be focus of interventions are those allocated to the factor with the highest stress explanation, that is, the frequency of hard work in little time, need for specialized knowledge, need to take initiatives and possibility of choosing what to do at work.
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